
 
 

Wirtland Press Release 

Wirtland announces creation of Global Antiwar Party 
 

Wirtland, internet-based sovereign country, created Global Antiwar Party (G.A.P.) in 
attempt to unite people even from fighting countries. G.A.P. is a virtual party concerned 
about real world problems.  
 
 
July 17th, 2009 - Wirtland officially announced creation of Global Antiwar Party (G.A.P.). At the 
time of conflict, there are always people from both sides, who oppose the war. Often such 
people are not adequately represented in their home countries. If the antiwar oppositions from 
both conflicting sides could unite their voices in a single common party, it would have sufficient 
political strength to influence the conflict.  
 
Official website describes potential members of the party as follows: “Palestinians and Israelis, 
who are opposed to war. Georgians and Russians, who do not support policy of conflict. Turks 
and Greeks, who want to live in peace. Any individual, who does not support the aggressive 
policy in his own country”. As a supranational entity, Wirtland has the unique possibility to unite 
people even from the fighting countries into a common party. 
 
"GAP demonstrates that Wirtland is not merely a micronation focused on internal 
"microproblems". The Global Antiwar Party will address the concerns of real world. GAP may 
become more important than Wirtland, its virtual home," - said Chancellor Alexander, leader of 
Global Antiwar Party and founder of Wirtland. 
 
The party intends to influence the real intrastate conflicts by applying directly to the 
governments and international mediators, organizing public support activities, and wide use of 
mass media. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Wirtland: 

Wirtland is an internet-based sovereign state, an experiment into legitimacy and 
self-sustainability of a country without its own soil. Wirtland was founded on 
August 14, 2008 as a public initiative. Its population is currently approximately 
700 citizens from all five continents. It is represented through its official website 
www.Wirtland.com, its social network www.wirtland.net, and “The Times of 
Wirtland” at http://wirtland.blogspot.com. Currently Wirtland is governed by 
chancellor, and aims to become a parliamentary democracy. For more 
information about Wirtland, please visit: www.Wirtland.com.  
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